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Chapter 5 The Implementation of MuNAS 

In our System, there are three components, the audio data relay, system-call 

serializer and three daemons that transfer data via network. The audio data relay is a 

FIFO special file, and how to access this special file will be introduced in Appendix A. 

The data or parameters of the system call execution will be transferred via network by 

using three daemons, audio receiving, audio sending and ACK-receiving daemons. 

These daemons communicate each other by using a socket. The basic socket 

operations is introduced in Appendix B. Therefore, we don’t discuss the audio data 

relay and daemons of our system anymore, we only describe the implementaion of 

system-call serializer and the handling of multiple audio devices. 

 

5.1. The Implementation of System-call Serializer 

We present two ways to implement and embed the system-call serializer in the 

kernel: one is to write a new device driver for sound device and the other is to modify 

several system calls. We implemented both schemes in Red Hat Linux 7.2 , 8.0 and 9.0. 

There is a difference between the two implementations: the latter scheme has to check 

if the system call is executed on the device file of the sound device but the former one 

does not have to do it. It is because only these system calls which are executed on the 

device files of the sound device will invoke the corresponding functions in the device 
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driver. 

 

5.1.1.Writing a New Device Driver 

Since each audio devices such as “/dev/dsp”, “/dev/mixer”, “/dev/audio”, 

“/dev/midi”, and “/dev/sequencer” is associated with its device driver in the kernel. 

We can write a new device driver to install the system-call serializer. The interface to a 

device is designed to look the same as a file system. In Unix, file systems have a 

specific set of instructions to access them: seek, read, write, readdir, poll, io control, 

memory map, open, flush, release, synch, asynch, check media, revalidate and lock. In 

order to be accessed through the /dev file system, a device must provide a function 

call for each of the above file system operations. We can install the system-call 

serializer in the functions of the device driver. As shown in Figure 5A, the system calls 

issued by the user process will invoke the corresponding functions in the device driver. 

Those functions will serialize the system calls and send them to the audio data relay. 

In the following, we will use the loadable kernel module of Linux [13] to 

demonstrate our idea. It must be done through a variable of type struct file_operations 

(declared in linux/include/linux/fs.h):  

struct file_operations { 

        loff_t (*llseek) (struct file *, loff_t, int); 

        ssize_t (*read) (struct file *, char *, size_t, loff_t *); 

        ssize_t (*write) (struct file *, const char *, size_t, loff_t *); 

        int (*readdir) (struct file *, void *, filldir_t); 
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        unsigned int (*poll) (struct file *, struct poll_table_struct *); 

        int (*ioctl) (struct inode *, struct file *, unsigned int, unsigned long); 

        int (*mmap) (struct file *, struct vm_area_struct *); 

        int (*open) (struct inode *, struct file *); 

        int (*flush) (struct file *); 

        int (*release) (struct inode *, struct file *); 

        int (*fsync) (struct file *, struct dentry *); 

        int (*fasync) (int, struct file *, int); 

        int (*check_media_change) (kdev_t dev); 

        int (*revalidate) (kdev_t dev); 

        int (*lock) (struct file *, int, struct file_lock *); 

}; 

 

A device driver only needs to define the functions that make sense for it. Thus, 

device driver of /dev/dsp will primarily need to implement open(), ioctl(), write() and 

close(), and the other functions can be NULL. Thus, at this point the module header 

may look roughly like:  

   #include < linux/kernel.h > 

   #include < linux/module.h > 

   #include < linux/fs.h > 

 
   /* prototypes for below operations */ 

   int mydev_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *file); 

   ssize_t mydev_write(struct file *file, const char *buffer, size_t count, 

loff_t *ppos); 

   int mydev_ioctl(struct inode *inode, struct file *file, unsigned int cmd, 

unsigned long arg); 

   int mydev_close(struct inode *inode, struct file *file); 

   ... 
   /* registration info */ 

   struct file_operations mydev_fops = { 

     NULL,                /* lseek */ 

     NULL,                /* read */ 
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     mydev_write,        /* write */ 

     NULL,                /* readdir */ 

     NULL,                /* poll */ 

     mydev_ioctl,       /* ioctl */ 

     NULL,                /* mmap */ 

     mydev_open,         /* open */ 

     NULL,                /* flush */ 

     mydev_close,       /* release */ 

     NULL,                /* sync */ 

     NULL,                /* async */ 

     NULL,                /* check media change */ 

     NULL,                /* revalidate */ 

     NULL,                /* lock */ 

   }; 

   ... 

 
   /* definitions for above operations below here */ 

   int mydev_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *file) { 

   /* The open function in pseudo code*/ 

    let uid be the user id of the invoker 

    fd=open(“/tmp/myDSP_+uid”,O_WRONLY,S_IRWXU); 

    Send the serialize system code according to M-protocol  

   } 

 

   int mydev_ioctl(struct inode *inode, struct file *file, unsigned int 

cmd, unsigned long arg)  

{ 

   /* The ioctl function in pseudo code */ 

    Send the serialize system code according to M-protocol 

   } 

 
   ssize_t mydev_write(struct file *file, const char *buffer, size_t 

count, loff_t *ppos) { 

   /* The write function in pseudo code */ 

    Send the serialize system code according to M-protocol 

  } 

 

   int mydev_close(struct inode *inode, struct file *file)  
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{ 

   /* The close function in pseudo code */ 

    Send the serialize system code according to M-protocol 

   } 

 

5.1.2.Modifications to Unix System Calls 

We have to modify at least the open, ioctl, write, and close system calls in the kernel 

of the UNIX operating system. Note that we also have to modify the read system call if 

we want to implement the sound recording function in the MuNAS. See Figure 5B. 

These system calls are modified so as to send the serialized system calls to the audio 

data relay. A serialized system call comprises its name and all its parameters. When 

the user invokes these system calls, the modified system calls will first serialize the 

invoked system calls and then send the serialized system calls to the audio data relay. 

 

5.1.2.1. Modification of the OPEN System Call 

We firstly add program statements to the beginning of the open system call (e.g., 

sys_open in Linux1 [12]). The modified open system call executes the added program 

statements and then the original open system call. The following is the prototype of 

sys_open in Linux: 

 

long sys_open(const char * filename, int flags, int mode) 

                                                 
1 As Linux is a very popular UNIX operation system, we use it to illustrate our scheme in the 
following section. 
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The added program statements change the filename argument to the filename of the 

audio data relay of the user if the original value of filename is “/dev/dsp”. Thus, all 

the open requests to “/dev/dsp” will be redirected to the audio data relay of the user. 

After the redirection, the open system call sends a string to the audio data relay. This 

string is the serialized form of the open system call. For example, if the open system 

call is issued by a process with ID 1285 belonging to the user with ID 500, then this 

open system call to “dev/dsp” will be directed to “/tmp/myDSP_500”, and then a 

string will be sent to “/tmp/myDSP_500”. 

 

5.1.2.2. Modification of the IOCTL System Call 

We also add program statements to the beginning of the ioctl system call (e.g., 

sys_ioctl in Linux). The following is the prototype of sys_ioctl in Linux: 

 

long sys_ioctl(unsigned int fd, unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg) 

 

The first argument fd is the file descriptor of the opened file; this argument is used 

by the added program statements to first check if it is an ioctl system call to the audio 

data relay of a user. If this is true, the modified ioctl system call sends a string to the 

audio data relay of the user issuing the ioctl system call. The string is constructed by 

concatenating several strings. This string is the serialized form of the ioctl system call. 

For example, if the open system call is issued by a process with ID 1285 belonging to 

the user with ID 500, then the serialized ioctl system call (e.g., 
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ioctl(handle,SNDCTL_DSP_STEREO,&channels)) will send a string  to 

“/tmp/myDSP_500”. 

 

5.1.2.3. Modification of the WRITE System Call 

The write system call has the following prototype: 

 

sys_write(unsigned int fd, const char * buf, size_t count) 

 

The write system first checks fd to see if it is a write system call to the user’s audio 

data relay. If this is true, then the modified system call first sends a string. For example, 

we send a string  to the audio data relay if a process with ID 1285 owned by the user 

with ID 500 would like to use a write system call to send 1000 bytes to “/dev/dsp”. 

After that, the system executes the original system call issued by the user. Since the 

write system call to “/dev/dsp” has been redirected to the audio data relay of the user, 

the data stored in array “buf” will be concatenated to the end of that string. The string 

“a string +-------”2 is the serialized form of the write system call. 

 

5.1.2.4. Modification of the CLOSE System Call 

The close system call has the prototype: 

sys_close(unsigned int fd) 

                                                 
2 We use the “-------“ to represent the first 1000 bytes of data in array “buf”. 
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We modify the system call by first checking fd to see if it is a close system call to 

the audio data relay. If it is true, the modified system call first sends a string to the 

audio data relay of the user before the original close system call. This string is the 

serialized form of the close system call. 

 

5.2. Handling of Multiple Audio Devices 

As we have mentioned that there are always several audio devices in an UNIX 

operating system. The MuNAS can also handle multiple audio devices in a single 

computer. This can be achieved in two ways. First, we can arrange an audio data relay 

for each audio device for each user. For example, a user with ID 500 could have 

“/tmp/myAUDIO_500”, “/tmp/myDSP_500”, “/tmp/myMIXER_500”,  

“/tmp/mySNDSTAT_500”, “/tmp/mySEQUENCER_500”, “/tmp/myMUSIC_500”, 

“/tmp/myMIDI_500”,  “/tmp/myDMFM_500”, and “/tmp/myDMMIDI_500” as his or her 

audio data relays for“/dev/audio”, “/dev/dsp”, “/dev/mixer”, “/dev/sndstat”, 

“/dev/sequencer”, “/dev/music”, “/dev/midi”, “/dev/dmfm”, and “/dev/dmmidi”, 

respectively. It is obvious that each of his or her audio data relays should be associated 

with a pair of audio-sending and audio-receiving daemons to perform audio data 

transformation.  

Another method is to have the serialized system calls contain information about the 
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minor number of the audio device. For example, “1285OPEN03” and “1285OPEN01” 

could represent requests of the process with ID 1285 to open “/dev/dsp” and 

“/dev/midi”, respectively. Examples of serialized system calls with device-name 

embedding of ioctl, write, and close system calls are “1285IOCTL03”, 

“1285WRITE03----”, and “1285READ03”, respectively. 
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